
 

The Kinect Nevma© is an complete interactive Digital Signage and Content Management solution, 

specialized on digital content (e.g. Presentations, Images, Photos, Videos etc.). It is based on 

Microsoft® Kinect technology offers the potential to transform how people interact with computers. 

It's time to let go what you knew until now about content 

presentation or digital signage systems, since you need to have a 

PC and all the necessary controls such as: mouse, keyboard, 

remote controller, special paddles or a touch screen monitor.  

The Kinect Nevma© leaves behind the interaction methods used 

by millions of users around the world till now, offering a unique 

interactive experience. The Kinect Nevma© developed by Alpha Information Technology S.A. and 

Exedron Software Ltd., incorporates a revolutionary technology, enabling everyone to experience a 

unique experience on Digital Signage (interacting and navigating in the digital content presentation), 

using their own body as a Controller. 

 Introducing a new age in business interactive show room, 

product or services exhibition, all you need is to stand in front of 

the Kinect Nevma©, to select and view the available digital 

material using your body movements with a unique way, without 

having to hold any controller! The Kinect Nevma© will recognize 

you and will follow your movements using gesture commands 

(nevma in Hellenic) as you select the section of your interests 

from the available digital content, giving you the ability to navigate without having to go through 

unnecessary screens or information to reach the field that you are interested.  

The direct response offered by Kinect Nevma© to the visitor or client, dramatically transforms the 

displayed advertising material on a store window or a showroom, providing business targeted and 

effective product advertisement or other digital content, under the visitor’s / client’s commands and 

options. 

Experience increases, by the variety of content and capabilities 

that can be incorporated into Kinect Nevma©, according to the 

requirements and characteristics of each of our client to achieve 

best result their customer experience. The Kinect Nevma© is 

the future of interactive advertising and promotion tool in 

various applications and particularly by the targeted interaction. 

The innovative applications and the revolutionary technology of Kinect Nevma© meet the needs of 

many and different sectors like healthcare, education, construction, technology, industry and many 

more.   



 

If all this seems to be complex or distant, all you have to do is contact with our partners to set your 

own experience with Kinect Nevma©, with the developed applications used by several of businesses, 

such as companies of:  retail, construction, insurance, information, advertising, healthcare etc. 

Technical & Distribution Details 

Technology Used : Microsoft® .Net & Microsoft® Kinect for Windows using TAP for Kinect program 

Development Team : Exedron Software Ltd Souniou 6 Str – Alexandroupolis 68100 Hellas 

Kinect Nevma © Design, Integration and Distribution by  

Alpha Information Technology  S.A.   

39 Dimokratias Ave – Alexandroupolis 68100 Hellas    

Tel. 0030 – 25510 38444 , Fax. 0030 – 25510 38282 , e-mail : sales@alphait.gr 

Contact Persons :  

- Stathis Grigoriadis ( stathis@alphait.gr ) 

- Stavros Venetis (stavros@alphait.gr 

For more informations check soon : www.kinect-nevma.eu 


